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Ocean virology: 
using RNA to understand viruses in nature
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Virocells: a window into virus-host relationships RNA viruses – good viruses in the seas !!

A journey across the world’s oceans …

…to catalog & understand how microbes keep oceans healthy

In the oceans, 1 in 3 cells are infected by viruses. We are using time-resolved 
multi-omics (DNA, RNA, protein, metabolites) infection experiments to study the 
“systems biology” of these virus-infected cells, or virocells.

Virologists have studied a few hundred RNA viruses because they infect 
plants or animals (including humans). However, RNA viruses are also normal 
components of the world’s oceans. We study community RNA sequences 
sampled from the global oceans, and this doubled the number of known RNA 
virus phyla from 5 to 10 and systematic AI-powered discovery and taxonomic 
methods, as well as uncovering a missing
link in early evolution of life!

Figure 2. Sequence 
comparison (phylogeny) 
that revealed entire new 
groups discovered in the 
oceans. One of these, the 
Taraviricota, are ubiquitous 
in the oceans and 
represent a missing link in 
the early evolution of life!

Figure 1. Studying myriad 
biomolecules (DNA, RNA, 
proteins, metabolites) that 
encode complementary 
information that cells use 
to function has revealed 
what makes cells in nature 
resist virus infection, how 
that changes across 
environmental conditions, 
and how infection and 
grazing interact. These 
“virocell” studies help us 
understand how the ocean 
“biological carbon pump” 
works and may help fight 
climate change.
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